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ABSTRACT
Time-series data gathered from smart spaces hide user’s personal
information that may arise privacy concerns. However, these data
are needed to enable desired services. In this paper, we propose
a privacy preserving framework based on Generative Adversarial
Networks (GAN) that supports sensor-based applications while
preserving the user identity. Experiments with two datasets show
that the proposed model can reduce the inference of the user’s
identity while inferring the occupancy with a high level of accuracy.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Sensor networks; Em-
bedded systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Shared, private spaces, as found in workplaces and co-working
spaces are increasingly becoming instrumented [4]. Internet-of-
things (IoT) devices, such as smart thermostats and inexpensive
commercial and off-the-shelf (COTS) sensors – such as Doppler,
temperature and humidity sensors – have been used to infer various
kinds of indoor activities to improve building energy efficiency [2].
For example, Beltran et al. [3] uses a new sensor that fuses a low-cost
sensors to estimate occupancy and set the HVAC control, achieving
savings up to 25% annually. Agarwal et al. [1] use a mix of sensors to
infer occupancy and perform prediction over a time horizon, which
is also used for intelligent control and save between 10%–15% on
average for various types of buildings.

While broad sensing in spaces can be used to improve efficiency
and provide new capabilities for space and HVAC activation man-
agement, they can also reveal highly sensitive information about
occupants. Indeed, numerous studies have shown that highly per-
sonal information can be inferred from data with seemingly little
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Figure 1:Ahigh level architecture for our privacy preserving
model.
interpretable content [7]. Certainly, the choice has been overwhelm-
ingly in favor of broadening the use of sensors in building and the
trend is set to accelerate. Privacy remains a major concern for future
building with deeply sensed environment. However, we conjecture
that the inherent tension between privacy and utility in smart build-
ings can be addressed through machine learning techniques and
should be explored further to examine the broader implications
and theoretical limits of this trade-off. In this paper, we present
a GAN-based [6] framework for supporting sensor-based applica-
tions while preserving user privacy. We pick our application class
to be a (set of) classifier(s) that are used to infer the general state
of a space, such as occupancy detection or count. We call this the
operational classifier. We also consider privacy exposing process to
be represented by a classifier that is able to reveal personal infor-
mation, such as who is in the room. We call this the expositional
classifier, since it exposes personal information.

2 APPROACH
We propose a GAN-based framework (Figure 1) that assumes the
operational and expositional classifiers have been trained on the
original data. It learns to mimic the input data but add noise to it
such that the performance of the operational classifiers are main-
tained but the expositional ones are not. Given data collected by
IoT devices, D, we consider two applications that can be enabled:
occupancy detection and occupant identification. To support these
applications, two classifiers can be trained (operational classifier
and expositional classifier), C1 and C2. Assuming these classifiers
provide given performance levels on the original time-series data,
P(C1,D) = A1 and P(C2,D) = A2, respectively; we aim to modify the
data by concealing the user’s sensitive portions, such that P(C1,𝐷)
≥ P(C1,D), while the performance of the expositional classifier is
P(C2,𝐷) < P(C2,D).

We designed a GAN [6] to generate synthetic data (Figure 2). In
our network, the generator takes a random noise vector as input
and generates fake data, which has the same dimension with real
data. Then, it is send to discriminator and compared with real data.
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Table 1: Performance of the occupancy classifier.

Dataset Original data Synthetic data
Acc. F1-score Acc. F1-score

A 0.91 0.934 0.887 0.917
B 0.927 0.85 0.892 0.883

In the meantime, the generated data is classified by two application
classifiers we mentioned before, given the labels. Two classifiers
output 2 different losses. We added these losses into generator. We
utilized a customized loss combination function to guide generator
by reducing loss from GAN and operational classifier (C1) and
increasing loss from expositional classifier (C2). It eventually tries
to optimize the C1 and break down the C2.

3 EVALUATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
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Figure 2: Architecture of our
GAN.

We adopted Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVM) with
linear kernels for two types
of classifiers. We devel-
oped the generator and
discriminator networks by
fully connected layer with
3 hidden layers. Each layer
has 64 units and is acti-
vated by ReLU function.

We collect two datasets
using different sensor de-
vices in different universities. The first dataset is collected using
Maestro [5], a custom designed prototype that embeds 9 sensors
and powered powered by a Raspberry Pi3B+©. The sampling rate
for the sensors is 30 samples/sec. There are three subjects in this
dataset that have preformed a set of activities in an office setting,
individually (typing on computer, calling via Zoom©, writing on
a white board, and drinking while standing). Three sensing units
were deployed in an office and each subject was present for three
sessions that are 1 hour long, where each activity lasted for 15
minutes on average. That resulted in 9 hours of data collected over
different days. Data labels were provided by the subjects.

The second dataset is collected using AWAIR Omni© which col-
lects indoor environmental quality (IEQ) factors data (e.g. CO2,
PM2.5, illuminance, etc.). 5 subjects conducted this set of experi-
ments, where they performed the same actions as dataset A with
minor differences. The experiments were run twice with each par-
ticipant, each run taking 1 hour with sensors providing samples
every 10 seconds. Each activity was performed for 15 minutes.

In our evaluation, we used Principal component analysis (PCA)
and t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) methods
to reduce the high dimensions in the data and visualizing the classes
relationship in the data. Hence, most of the synthetic data points
were similar to the original ones. In comparison, synthetic samples
generated by GAN-based framework appeared in only one cluster
of PCA. This might be the crucial feature that GAN maintained for
operational classifier to identify whether the space is occupied.

The performance of the operational classifier is depicted in Ta-
ble 1. Although the performances of most of the metrics drop for

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Confusion matrices for the the expositional classi-
fier using (a) & (c) the original data from A & B dataset, and
(b) & (d) the corresponding synthetic data generated by our
GAN model. Classes refer to Null (empty office), subject 1,
subject 2, etc, respectively.

around 2% with synthetic data, it shows our model is able to achieve
comparable accuracies and F1-scores with the original data and the
synthetic data. Figure 3 shows the performance of the expositional
classifier relate to both datasets. The synthetic data generated by
our model misleads the expositional classifier to consider every
occupant as the same one (occupant #1) on dataset A. For dataset
B, the classifier misclassified occupant #1, #2, #3, #5 but identified
#4 correctly with a slightly higher prediction score (0.54 vs 0.46).
It might indicate that occupant #4 left intense distinctive charac-
teristics in the tested space and they are stubborn to remove. In
general, these results show that the proposed model can anonymize
the occupants identity efficiently while detecting the occuopancy
within the smart space.
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